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Currently, every Taycan features four-wheel drive and two powerful electric motors. Porsche provides three 
modelsthe 522-hp 4S, the 670-hp Turbo, and the 750-hp Turbo Sbut don't let those names throw you. The 
Turbo and Turbo S aren't in fact turbocharged like the brand's gas-powered designs, such as the Panamera 
Turbo and 911 Turbo S.

 
 
 

The Taycan 4S has an EPA-rated variety of 222 miles, while the Turbo and Turbo S use a little less. Base 
price: $105,150 (Taycan 4S)EPA fuel economy, combined/city/highway: 79/79/80 MPGe EPA integrated 
range: 222 miles Volvo XC40 Recharge 79 MPGe (tie) Not only is the Volvo XC40 Recharge Volvo's very 
first fully-electric automobile, it's likewise a four-wheel drive compact crossover with two motors that 
produce a combined output of 402 horsepower.

 

7 seconds. A 75-k, Wh battery pack provides those motors with the juice, and keeps this peppy electrical 
crossover with an EPA-estimated 208 miles of total range. Thanks to a frunk freight location the XC40 
Recharge has more areas to store things versus to the gas-powered XC40 with 20 cubic feet of storage 
behind the 2nd row.
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The Buzz on Here's Every New Electric Vehicle 
Model for Sale in the U.S. 
 

Base cost: $55,085 EPA fuel economy, combined/city/highway: 79/85/72 MPGe EPA combined variety: 
208 miles Polestar 2 92 MPGe The Polestar 2 looks more ordinary than insane, which was sort of the whole 
point behind the business's very first EV, and sort of the entire design of minimalistic Scandinavian design. 



On the within however, things are barely typical.

 

No animal items were utilized to make it. The Polestar 2 is the first automobile to use Google's Android os, 
so its 11. 2-inch infotainment touchscreen need to look particularly familiar to those with Pixel smart 
devices. Its minimalist looks highlight its varsity athlete efficiency. The 2 can get to 60 miles per hour in just 
4.

 

Throughout our real-world highway-range test, the 2 could only last 190 miles prior to it's battery went 
empty, putting it behind the Design 3 once again. It's an enjoyable stylish EV, but where it exceeds in 
driving and contemporary tech, it lacks in general battery variety. Base cost: $61,200 EPA fuel economy, 
combined/city/highway: 92/96/88 MPGe EPA combined range: 233 miles Tesla Model X 96 MPGe This is 
the biggest and most pricey SUV on this list.

 


